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OFFICE OF THE HORIZONS COORDINATOR 
INTRODUCTION 

Hello, 

My name is Emma Tomas and I am overwhelmingly happy to be the Horizons 
Conference Coordinator for 2019. I have always felt the immense positive impact of 
Horizons every year; I attended the conference as a delegate in 2016 and was a staff 
member for 2017 and 2018. Being the Coordinator has always been a dream of mine, 
and I am unbelievably excited to create a conference where delegates and staff leave 
feeling the love, energy, and passion that I always do.  

The Horizons Conference is now in its 17th year and has experienced monumental 
changes since it first began. Most recently, the pat two Coordinators have taken 
delegates off-campus to explore Hamilton and connect with the larger community. I 
will be building off this theme by integrating more experiential inquiry-based 
activities into each event, while encouraging discussions about social activism and 
community development. I hope delegates will leave the conference with a passion 
for their McMaster community and the critical thinking skills (and support!) to effect 
positive change. 

I hope to restructure Sessions (with recommended and additional activities within 
each session) such that they enable and encourage LD adaptability to suit delegates 
needs. Feedback has indicated delegates personalized activities to accommodate 
unengaged or very engaged groups. The goal is to promote growth in desired and 
unexpected ways throughout the weekend. This change in Sessions structure will 
alter staff training, yet I hope it will ensure staff feel more confident entering the 
conference.  

Those are only a few of my goals for this year’s conference. Below you will find a 
detailed explanation of every goal and timeline, such as increasing delegate outreach 
with a goal of ~200 students registered. Although the role may present unforeseen 
challenges and new opportunities for growth, I have confidence in the passion of 
myself and the Planning Team to create a memorable experience for incoming 
Marauders. I am beyond excited to get started! 

I am always open to feedback and opinions, as I believe the best Horizons conference 
will be one that we create together. If you have any questions or comments, 
please do not hesitate to contact me via email at horizons@msu.mcmaster.ca. 
 
Best, 
 
Emma Tomas 

mailto:horizons@msu.mcmaster.ca
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Goals/Objectives 

(calendar and checklist) 
 

JANUARY 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Planning Team application promotions 
Dates: January 13- 27 

Why: To hire 10 passionate, experienced, and adaptable Planning Team 
Volunteers to fulfill the roles of: 

• Events Coordinator (2 positions) 
• Sponsorship & Fundraising Coordinator (2 positions) 
• Media & Design Coordinator (1 position) 
• Volunteer & Logistics Coordinator (1 position) 
• Outreach Coordinator (2 positions) 
• Sessions Coordinator (2 positions) 

Ensure sufficient engagement with the McMaster community via Facebook, 
Instagram, Twitter, and MSU website. Doing Instagram takeover 
Wednesday January 23, 2019. 

Difficulties: Finding diverse and interesting ways of promoting applications. 
Partners: MSU Communications Officer, MSU VP-Administrations 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Network, Administrative, and Budget Training & Overall Transition 
Dates: All of January  

Why: To understand the diverse aspects of the Coordinator role as well as how to 
best fulfill them. To better understand the administrative aspect of the MSU 
(such as reporting to the Executive Board). To read all Transition Reports 
from 2018 Conference to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of 
the previous conference. 

Difficulties: Knowing which members to contact for further support, training, and 
guidance. Undergoing the extensive learning curve associated with the role. 
Finding appropriate times to meet.  

Partners: MSU VP-Administrations, MSU VP-Finance, Pauline Taggart, Past 
Horizons Coordinator (Joshua Yachouh), MSU Underground 

Personal Goal  
 

Learn to balance Horizons workload with academic and extracurricular 
commitments.  
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FEBRUARY 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Interviews and hiring of Planning Team 
Interview Dates: February 4-7 
Hiring/Email Date: February 9/10 

Why: To hire Planning Team with supportive, accessible, and appropriate 
interviews. Ensuring all hiring-related correspondences reflect well on the 
service and the MSU.  

Difficulties: Finding time where all Hiring Board members are available for interviews. 
Create appropriate and unique interview questions.  

Partners: Members of the Hiring Board (Connor MacLean and Adrianna Michell) 
Planning Team Applicants 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Transition and Orientation for Planning Team 
Dates: All of February 

Why: Meeting with all Planning Team members individually as well as in pairs to 
understand individual needs, goals, and create a shared vision. First Team 
meeting and bonding opportunities to establish sense of community and 
passion for Horizons 2019. Discuss expectations for each other and for me. 

Difficulties: Ensuring Team is available for meeting times. Finding ways to determine 
shared vision/goals for conference. Ensure they have access to the folder to 
read general conference feedback and also for their roles. Finding solutions 
to Planning Team questions that I may not yet have.  

Partners: All members of the incoming Planning Team.  
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Collaborate and run Applicants Workshop 
Date: February 7  

Why: An engaging, unique way of helping all undergraduate students feel 
prepared to apply to volunteer positions (like Horizons) in the upcoming 
year. To ensure that the workshop is planned with as much input and variety 
of perspective as possible, and that the workshop has a strong volunteer base 
with so many partnering MSU leadership services.  

Difficulties: Ensuring enough students are aware of the event and are able to participate. 
Turn-out was very low last year.  

Partners: MSU CLAY conference, MSU Spark, MSU Maroons, and MSU First Year 
Council 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

MSU Spark Collaboration ‘Opportunity Fair’ 
Dates: February 11-14, 6:30-8 pm  
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Why: Similar to Applicants workshop but within the setting of Spark Sessions. 
Discuss the Horizons conference, share suggestions and tips about applying 
for events the upcoming year. 

Difficulties: Ensuring Planning Team members were available to attend event, despite 
only being recently hired. 

Partners: Members of the Planning Team, MSU Spark 
Personal Goal  
 

To ensure all members of the Planning Team feel welcome, connected, and 
excited to begin planning the conference!  

 
 

 

MARCH 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Planning Team Conference/Year Plans Finished 
Date: Early in March (Week of March 11) 
 

Why: To create 7-month plans that allows expectations and goals are met in a way 
that ensures Planning Team wellbeing and conference success. Opportunity 
to discuss the final vision for the conference as well as for their individual 
areas. 
Some general goals, questions and ideas that will be considered in these 
reports: 

• Sponsorship & Fundraising: Moving ahead full steam on 
fundraising. Contacting previous donors as outlined on 2018 
Transition Reports. 

• Sessions: New model of ‘recommended’ vs. ‘suggested’ sessions 
activities. No problem cutting sessions for a more supportive, stress 
free conference. 

• Outreach: How to promote the conference besides just on Facebook 
and in first year groups. Goal of 200 delegates. 

• Events: Ideas for events that engage students with Hamilton (not just 
get them out of McMaster). A focus on how questions lead to active 
engagement and change. 

• Volunteer & Logistics: Better staff training and hiring practices, 
logistics planning – particularly how to ensure staff and delegates 
get enough sleep. How to balance scheduling and logistics with 
delegate experience and wellbeing (quality over quantity!). 

• Media and design: How to effectively capture conference experience 
in a way that maintains staff wellbeing (the Media Team has often 
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been overworked). How to collaborate and engage with students 
who are already capturing memories of Horizons on their phones. 

Planning Team members should begin working on their year plans as soon 
as possible. 

Difficulties: Ensuring all individual goals create a collective conference-wide goal. 
Maintaining team collaboration, bonding, and passion despite busier 
schoolwork. Supporting Planning Team and assisting with reports and ideas. 

Partners: All members of the 2019 Planning Team. 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Logistics Room Booking: Review Housing and Conference Contract, book 
other rooms needed for conference, downtown programming connections 
Date: Early in March 

Why: Already contacted H/C but meet in person to ensure everything is set up and 
in line with the current 3-year contract. 

Difficulties: Reviewing contract to negotiate best prices and opportunities for delegates. 
There has been confusion and difficulty working with H/C in the past – 
work to ensure positive relationship and very advanced communication to 
minimize issues during conference weekend. 

Partners: MSU VP- Administration, MSU VP- Finance, Housing and Conference 
Services, Volunteer & Logistics Coordinator, additional contacts for off-
campus programming planning 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Finalize Sponsorship package and contact potential sponsors 
Date: Mid-March 

Why: Need sponsors support for conference budget, as well as lowering delegate 
registration cost and staff fees.  

Difficulties: Finding sponsors. 
Have fundraising initiatives on campus during busy times (like midterms 
and exam studying). 

Partners: S&F Planning Team members, On and Off-Campus Sponsors 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Contact student program societies and clubs for event programming 
Date: End of March  

Why: Begin planning event programming for faculties. Planning appropriate 
logistics that ensure all delegates can enjoy faculty programming and meet 
representatives. 

Difficulties: Coordinating with external student-run sources can become difficult 
particularly during summer months. Planning in advance to ensure any 
logistic details are finalized well before the weekend. 

Partners: Faculty Societies: Social Sciences, Science, Nursing, Kinesiology, 
Humanities, Health Sciences, Engineering, Commerce, Arts & Science. 
Faculty Welcome Week Planners, Events Coordinators  
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Personal Goal  
 

To ensure everyone is working and making progress at a pace that makes 
they and I both feel comfortable and confident in. Learning more about the 
Planning Team to better support them during the rest of the year in personal, 
conference, and academic related concerns (like April exams). Plan retreat 
for after exams for Planning Team. 

 
 

APRIL 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Staff hiring and training planning 
Dates: End of April to Mid-June 
Interview Dates: June 14-16, Additional Skype Interview Dates 
Training Dates: July 20-21 

Why: Contact MSU services to ensure they are available for training weekend. 
Find creative way of minimizing emotional and physical exhaustion for staff 
during training weekend. Be creative to allow new and returning staff to 
learn more things and become better leaders. 
Begin drafting questions for interviews.  

Difficulties: Having an alternative training date or an option to minimize staff who are 
unable to make training. Reduce financial loss for staff (who need to take 
off many weekends from work), ensure most productive (but short!) training 
weekend. How to have staff socials before/during/after training weekend 
without making staff too tired?  

Partners: MSU Diversity Services, the Training Resources Research Assistant, Lift 
Church (for pancake breakfast), booking rooms in IAHS, 2019 Planning 
Team (specifically Volunteer & Logistics Coordinator), Dave Heidebrecht 
or Sheila Sammon from the McMaster Office of Community Engagement 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Release staff applications 
Dates: April 28 – May 19 

Why: To attract as many students with a passion for leadership and the McMaster 
community as possible. Outreach Coordinator to work to create Staff 
Applications promotions. Finalize Application questions at the beginning of 
April. 

Difficulties: Promoting applications to a diverse student body. Thinking of creative ways 
to engage and attract new students. 

Partners: MSU Communications Officer, MSU VP-Administrations, 2019 Planning 
Team, Past staff members for promotion help 

Service 
Goal/Objective 

Planning Team Progress Meetings 
Date: Weeks of April 15 and 22 (Whenever works with exam schedules) 
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Why: To meet with Planning Team before summer break to note progress, what 
needs to be done in the remaining months, how support/encouragement can 
be changed to ensure more progress. To alter any plans necessary and 
support Planning Team however possible.  
Encouraging Team - finding ways to be motivated, feel rewarded, and 
excited for the rest of our journey together.  

Difficulties: Finding time to meet during exams and to find new date for weekly 
meetings. Supporting Planning Team if certain goals are not being met and 
finding solutions to minimize setbacks in the future. 

Partners: 2019 Planning Team 
Personal Goal  
 

Managing studying for exams with supporting Planning Team and achieving 
goals for April. Doing my best to support staff during difficult times as 
stress and pressure increase. 

 

 

MAY 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

May @ Mac 
Date: May 11  

Why: To spread the word to students about Horizons! Answer parent and student 
questions about the conference. Register students on email list for when 
registration becomes available.  

Difficulties: No foreseeable difficulties. Ensure Planning Team clothing and banner from 
the Underground are both ready. 

Partners: MSU VP-Administration (for table), 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Delegate Registration preparation  
Date: All of May 
Registration Open Date: June 1 

Why: To create a comprehensive, easy online registry on the MSU website. 
Minimize delegate registration costs with sponsorship and fundraising. 

Difficulties: Ensuring sufficient delegate registration (goal of 200 delegates) with 
appropriate promotions via McMaster and external channels. 

Partners: Maggie, Pauline Taggart, MSU Communications Officer, 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Staff Application Marking, Prepare for Interviews 
Marking Dates: May 20 – May 31 
Interview Offer Dates: June 4 

Why: Applications: Develop extensive red flag/gold star system. Ensure equitable 
and fair review process. Ensure Planning Team has sufficient time to review 
applications. 
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Interviews: Equitable hiring practices with tiering. Finalize questions for 
applications and interviews. 

Difficulties: Managing Planning Team time since there is typically a high volume of 
applications. Noting any individuals who (based on external feedback) do 
not share similar values with the conference. 

Partners: 2019 Planning Team  
Personal Goal  
 

I will be studying for the LSAT (on June 3), so that will be a focus of mine 
as well as balancing Horizons work.  

 

 

JUNE 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Staff hiring 
Date: June 14-16, Additional Dates for Skype Interviews 

Why: To have diverse activities, interesting questions, and accessible interviews to 
ensure each applicant can present their best selves. Equitable hiring 
practices will occur with tiering. Finalize questions for applications and 
interviews. Prioritize the value of every staff position.  

Difficulties: Manage any pre-existing biases and friendships to ensure that all applicants 
are comfortable, excited, and feel welcome. Booking enough rooms and 
space for interviews.  

Partners: 2019 Planning Team, MSU rooms to book 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Delegate Registration  
Date: Starting June 1 

Why: To enroll delegates for the Conference! 
Difficulties: Promoting the conference to incoming first years using a variety of social 

media platforms and strategies. Most delegates do not accept their offers 
until June, fewer students use Facebook than before, and incoming first 
years are not directly on McMaster’s campus. 

Partners: 2019 Planning Team, MSU Communications Department,  
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Finalize lots of things! Specifically: sessions, events, partners, and 
conference logistics 

Why: Solidify relationships with community and campus partners.  
Difficulties: Support Planning Team members as they finalize their activities, ensure 

their wellbeing is still a priority. Discuss next steps, concerns, and finishing 
details. Problem-solve any issues.  

Partners: 2019 Planning Team 
Personal Goal  
 

I will be writing my LSAT June 3, so ensuring I am supportive of my team 
and fulfilling my role while studying.  
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JULY 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Pay for services and confirm partnerships 
Date: Early July 

Why: Confirm all services have been paid for. Ensure expectations for partners 
have been met.  

Difficulties: No foreseeable difficulties in communicating or paying for services. 
Partners: MSU VP- Finance, Sponsorship & Fundraising Coordinators 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Staff training 
Dates: July 19-20 

Why: Ensure that all staff members – regardless of position, experience, skillset – 
feel valued, heard, and welcome. Staff feel excited and prepared to lead 
their delegates throughout a fun weekend. Prioritize staff mental and 
physical wellbeing during a busy weekend. Training is comprehensive 
without being overly intense or draining. Highlight the value of 
individuality in staff and delegates. 

Difficulties: Previous history of hierarchy and favouritism at conference that leads to 
negative experiences at past conferences – can ensure this is not a problem 
at the beginning. Find a way to have staff socials that do not minimize 
staff’s time for self-care during exhausting weekend. Designing practical 
and effective scenarios. 

Partners: MSU services for AOP & peer support training, 2019 Planning Team 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

2019 Conference!!  
Dates: July 26- 28 

Why: To have a great conference!  
Difficulties: Everything going according to plan. Turning thoughts into actions. Ensuring 

delegates and staff members have positive experiences, where they feel safe 
and welcome.  

Partners: 2019 Planning Team, Conference & Housing Services, Delegates, Staff 
Team 

Personal Goal  
 

To feel proud and excited about the hard work of all the Planning Team and 
staff members in creating a welcoming, life-changing conference.  
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AUGUST 
Service 
Goal/Objective  

Collect feedback and reflections 
Date: All of August 

Why: Collect feedback from staff and delegate survey. Create transition reports. 
Final report to Executive Board. 

Difficulties: Ensuring all Planning Team members write transition reports as soon as 
possible. 

Partners: 2019 Planning Team, delegates, and staff 
Service 
Goal/Objective 

Planning Team Appreciation Event  
Date: TBD 

Why: Appreciation and bonding event for Planning Team. Ensure they have 
closure, have an opportunity to provide feedback to myself and each other, 
leave feeling proud!  

Difficulties: We will be sad. 
Partners: 2019 Planning Team  
Personal Goal  
 

Not being too sad that conference is over! Leaving the Horizons 2020 team 
well-prepared with extensive feedback and support from the 2019 team. 
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Long-term planning 
 

 
 

Overarching 
Vision (what 
is the 
ultimate 
goal?) 
 

 Engaging Horizons delegates with the larger Hamilton 
community. Belief in active participation through asking 
questions, inquiring and questioning current practices, 
working towards sustainable equitable solutions to issues 
affecting the McMaster community and abroad. 

Description • The past two Horizon conferences (2017 and 2018) have 
taken delegates out of the ‘McMaster Bubble’ and into the 
downtown core. Albeit this successful and encourages 
delegates to explore the city, delegates may not have the 
skills to engage in meaningful activities or events on their 
own and contribute positively.  

• The conference will focus on ‘asking questions’ as a method 
of encouraging delegates critically analyze their lives. Being 
inquisitive is a sign of strength and an easy way for 
improved engagement. For example, demonstrating how 
asking questions in Welcome Week can spark friendships 
and connection, while learning to ask questions about 
support and health can lead to improved wellbeing.  

• Asking questions can spark self-reflection that is necessary 
to grow as an individual (even after University) and 
challenge  

Benefits • Create delegates who are engaged, excited, and ready to 
contribute to the greater McMaster community. 

• Delegates have the skills to ask questions and effect 
change. 

• Delegates feel prepared and courageous when participating 
in new events like Welcome Week at McMaster and beyond. 

Year 1 Goals • Have this critical thinking and active engagement be built 
into sessions and events.  

• Collect staff feedback on effectiveness of new themes on 
short- and long-term success at McMaster. 

• Collaborate with current Hamilton and McMaster social and 
advocacy initiatives. 
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Year 2 Goals • Build off of theme from previous year. Find new ways to 
engage delegates in greater McMaster and Hamilton 
communities. 

• Help establish the positive reputation for Horizons to be 
known for leaving a positive mark on the community during 
the weekend – not just positive mark on delegates 
(although that is the main priority). 

Year 3 Goals • Same as Year 2 goals. 

Partners  Hamilton community partners  
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Master 2019 Summary  
 

 
January • Planning Team application promotions 

• Transitioning 

February • Hiring and transitioning Planning Team 
• Applicants workshop 
• Budgeting 
• Spark Sessions Collaboration 

March  • Planning Team year plans 
• Logistics bookings (downtown spaces, H/C etc.) 
• Sponsorship packages 
• Contacts for off and on-campus external event programming 

April • Staff applications 
• Staff hiring preparation 
• Planning Team progress meetings 

May • May @ Mac 
• Delegate registration preparation 
• Staff application marking and interview preparation 

June • Staff hiring and social #1 
• Delegate registration 
• Finalizing events, logistics, sessions 

July • Pay for services and spaces 
• Staff training and social #2 
• Execute conference!! 

August • Collect staff and delegate feedback 
• Reflections and transition reports 
• Planning Team appreciation and closure 
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